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ABSTRACT
Osteoarthritis (OA) is characterized by a slow progression of cartilage erosion driven in
part by a cascade of inflammatory mediators produced from an activated synovium and the
cartilage itself. Chondrocytes lose their capacity to maintain a healthy cartilage extracellular matrix
as they transition from an anabolic, healthy phenotype to a catabolic, hypertrophic phenotype.
Activated synovial macrophages contribute to the chondrocyte phenotype shift and subsequent
cartilage degradation through the secretion of pro-inflammatory molecules. Currently, there is not
a single effective disease modifying treatment that can intervene in this degradative cascade. The
goal of this work is to develop an intra-articular (IA) injection treatment that targets these two
aberrant cell phenotypes through depolarization of the cells’ transmembrane potential (Vmem).
Increasing the extracellular potassium (K+) concentration is a simple way to depolarize Vmem. In
theory, a K+-based IA solution would be inexpensive, widely available, easy-to-implement, and
able to alleviate long-term storage concerns associated with other potential treatments such as stem
cells or protein-based pharmaceuticals.
This thesis focuses on initial, in vitro proof-of-concept studies designed to demonstrate the
therapeutic potential a K+-based IA injection treatment for OA. Specifically, addition of K+
gluconate into culture media induces favorable changes in both osteoarthritic chondrocytes and
interferon-gamma stimulated macrophages (M(IFN)). Furthermore, short-term stimulation (1 day)
with K+ gluconate elicits prolonged beneficial responses in M(IFN) after 5 days despite the
continued presence of IFN. The macrophage response noticed with K+ gluconate is not observed
with either a clinically utilized IA injectable (methyl-prednisolone acetate - a corticosteroid) or a
cell-based (human mesenchymal stem cell) injectable. Future work for this project will move
towards in situ and in vivo studies.

viii

1. Specific aims
Osteoarthritis (OA) is characterized by a slow progression of cartilage erosion driven in
part by a cascade of inflammatory mediators produced from an activated synovium and the
cartilage itself. The tissue level changes associated with the disease are a result of the aberrant
phenotypes of the cells in each tissue. In particular, chondrocytes lose their capacity to maintain a
healthy cartilage extracellular matrix (ECM) as they transition from an anabolic, healthy
phenotype to a catabolic, hypertrophic phenotype. Activated synovial macrophages contribute to
the chondrocyte phenotype shift and subsequent cartilage degradation through the secretion of proinflammatory molecules. Currently, there is not a single effective disease modifying treatment
which can intervene in this degradative cascade. We propose to develop a novel intra-articular (IA)
injection treatment which targets these two aberrant cell phenotypes through the use of a single
approach - the depolarization of the cells’ transmembrane potential (Vmem, Figure 1). Vmem has
been shown to be a powerful modulator of cell phenotype and is suggested to operate as a control
knob for cell function and differentiation. A depolarized membrane potential is associated with
plastic, proliferative, and regenerative cells whereas a hyperpolarized membrane potential is
associated with non-proliferative and differentiated cells. To implement Vmem depolarization
control strategies into a drug-based IA injection, in vitro studies demonstrating proof-of-concept
(i.e. Vmem regulation of chondrocyte hypertrophy and macrophage activation) and establishing the
length, intensity, duration, and specificity of depolarization treatments are needed prior to in vivo
studies. As such, we propose the following two Specific Aims toward the development of a disease
modifying, drug-based IA injection utilizing Vmem depolarization:
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Figure 1. (A) The goal of this work is to develop a drug-based IA injection for OA which targets
chondrocyte hypertrophy and macrophage activation. (B) The hypothesis of this work is that
depolarizing Vmem can transition hypertrophic chondrocytes and activated macrophages to a
resting/proliferative and unactivated phenotype, respectively.

Aim 1: Establish the ability of Vmem depolarization to transition hypertrophic, osteoarthritic
chondrocytes and pro-inflammatory macrophages to a more normal, unactivated phenotype.
We hypothesize that hypertrophic/diseased chondrocytes and pro-inflammatory
macrophages (Ms can be transitioned to normal, unactivated phenotypes with Vmem
depolarization. Since the ability of Vmem to control chondrocyte and macrophage phenotype has
never been investigated, this aim focuses on establishing a proof-of-concept for these two cell
types. Potential phenotypic shifts in OA chondrocytes (OACs) following depolarization will be
assessed by gene and protein analyses of both normal and hypertrophic/diseased chondrocyte
markers. Similarly, phenotypic shifts in pro-inflammatory Ms following depolarization will be
assessed by gene and protein expression of pro-inflammatory, anti-inflammatory, and wound
healing markers.

2

Aim 2: Determine the length, intensity and duration, of Vmem depolarization treatments
appropriate to IA injection approaches.
This aim focuses specifically on determining the following: a) the minimum length and
optimum intensity of depolarization treatment needed to transition OACs and pro-inflammatory
Ms to more normal phenotypes and b) the duration of the cell response following short-term
exposure to depolarization stimuli (mimicking an IA injection).

Upon successful completion of these aims, we will have established proof-of-concept for utilizing
Vmem depolarization as a potential disease modifying IA injection therapy in future in vivo studies.

3

2. Significance
2.1. Background
Alongside more popular and traditionally thought of biochemical cues and pathways,
bioelectric signals (endogenous ion flows) have been identified as critical instructors of pattern
formation, regeneration, and cell phenotype1,2. Bioelectric signals are created by ion channels and
pumps embedded within cell membranes to establish a cell transmembrane voltage potential
(Vmem) through transport of charged particles. While research on the roles of these signals in
governing regeneration (e.g. limbs, spinal cords, tails) in model organisms is fascinating,
investigators are still far from applying these tissue and organism-scale bioelectric concepts to
humans3-7. The ability of Vmem to control phenotype at the scale of a cell, however, provides a
more realistic avenue into human research. Vmem has been shown to modulate cell phenotype and
is suggested to operate as a control knob for cell function

1-5

. The goal of this work is to apply

regeneration-based concepts from the bioelectricity field, specifically Vmem depolarization,
towards developing an intra-articular (IA) injection treatment for improving cartilage regeneration
in osteoarthritis (OA).
The hallmark of OA is progressive cartilage degeneration driven, in part, by inflammatory
signals from an activated synovium as well as the cartilage itself8-10. Currently, there is a lack of
effective disease modifying treatments, with the end-stage of the disease commonly resulting in
surgical intervention and total joint replacement. To prevent the joint from reaching end-stage OA,
drug- or cell-based IA injections are utilized as potential disease modifying therapies to locally
deliver chondroprotective, pro-regenerative factors and/or target inflammation to intervene in the
OA disease cascade11. Drug-based approaches, which often target specific components of the
disease

(i.e.

delivery

of

glucocorticoids
4

for

pain,

hyaluronic

acid

for

lubrication/chondroprotection, inhibitors of matrix-degrading enzymes and pro-inflammatory
cytokines to prevent ECM catabolism and promote regeneration), offer simplicity and ease of
scalability to a final product, but have been met with little and/or controversial success11-14. Cellbased IA injections capable of modulating more than one specific component of OA have
demonstrated more success, although variable, in pre-clinical and early clinical trials11,

15, 16

.

However, cell-based therapies suffer from several limitations, most of which are a result of the
underlying complexity associated with using cells. Confounding variables such as cell type,
source, and culture conditions can all influence outcome and therefore make it difficult to pinpoint
the reason for success or failure across trials, hampering progress towards a safe and efficacious
disease modifying therapy. In addition, these cell-based alternatives inherently face more
regulatory and scalability challenges compared to drug-based approaches. Thus, we propose to
develop an IA injection treatment, Vmem depolarization, which not only harnesses the simplicity of
drug-based approaches, but also holistically targets two major disease processes, chondrocyte
hypertrophy and macrophage activation.

2.2. Vmem Targeting of Hypertrophic Chondrocyte and Pro-Inflammatory Macrophage
Phenotype Rationale.
Healthy cartilage is a complex tissue which contains specific zones identified by the
phenotype of the chondrocytes within that zone. From the articular surface towards the
subchondral bone, chondrocytes gradually differentiate from a resting phenotype towards a
terminally differentiated hypertrophic phenotype near the subchondral bone. In healthy
individuals, chondrocytes in their respective zones operate at a steady state, maintaining their
extracellular environment. In OA, chondrocytes become activated (in part by inflammation) and
begin to undergo differentiation, favoring hypertrophy, matrix degradation, and calcification17-19.
5

Although many researchers in OA recognize hypertrophy as a main component of disease, no
available IA treatments have been designed to slow down or reverse this process. We hypothesize
that Vmem depolarization will suppress hypertrophy and favor a resting or proliferative phenotype
because of the established relationship between depolarized membrane potentials, proliferation,
and state of differentiation (i.e. hypertrophic chondrocytes being more differentiated). This shift
in phenotype would prevent chondrocytes from further degrading their ECM and may enable the
restoration of cartilage tissue through proliferation and the deposition of new ECM.
Macrophages have been implicated as a major source of pro-inflammatory molecules in
OA, and knocking out synovial macrophages has been shown to significantly diminish joint
pathology in a murine model of OA20, 21. In OA, macrophages within the synovium encompassing
the joint exhibit an activated phenotype and produce both pro-inflammatory cytokines and vascular
endothelial growth factor22. Macrophage activation is currently targeted with certain drug- and
cell-based IA strategies such as injection of antibodies for macrophage-secreted cytokines,
immunomodulatory MSCs, or radionuclides which kill synovial macrophages through
phagocytosis of radioactive material, but these treatments suffer from limitations listed
previously11. We hypothesize that Vmem depolarization will transition activated, pro-inflammatory
macrophages to a more unactivated, stem like phenotype similar to what has been shown to occur
in differentiated human mesenchymal stem cells23. This shift in phenotype would reduce the
production of pro-inflammatory mediators, intervening in the degenerative cascade known to drive
cartilage degradation.
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2.3. Determine the Length, Intensity, Duration, and Specificity of V mem Depolarization
Treatments Appropriate to IA Injection Approaches Rationale.
The length of depolarization needed to induce favorable cell responses must be determined,
and this length needs to correspond to lengths attainable with IA injections (also partly investigated
in Aim 1). The half-lives of small molecules (100 Da – 70 kDa) injected intra-articularly range
from 30 minutes to 13 hours, and large molecules (i.e. hyaluronic acid) can achieve half-lives of
26.3 hours11, 24. Strategies to improve and prolong cell exposure to the drug can be utilized but at
the cost of increased complexity and are out of the scope of this thesis. However, this work will
still establish the proof-of-concept for potential benefits of extended depolarization (up to 7 d) in
the case that the smaller time windows are not feasible. The next variable that we propose to
determine is the optimal intensity of depolarization – the level of highest cell viability and largest
degree of favorable change. This knowledge will be important because different depolarization
strategies will likely result in varying levels of Vmem change. Lastly, investigating the cell response
following removal of depolarization stimuli is needed to assess any beneficial or negative sustained
effects.

7

3. Innovation
This work is highly innovative because it is taking concepts from an unrelated field and
applying them towards developing a novel, potential treatment for OA. Furthermore, this treatment
could potentially control the cell phenotype of two major cell types involved in the progression of
OA with one single approach, Vmem depolarization.
Traditional tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications which attempt to
control cell phenotype towards a desired outcome have mainly investigated the influence of
mechanical and biochemical factors. The proposed work is novel in that we are looking at the
capacity of bioelectrical signals to control cell behavior of chondrocytes and macrophages.
Specifically, the ability of Vmem to modulate these cells’ phenotypes has never been explicitly
investigated. While we are proposing to tailor our work towards improving regeneration in OA,
demonstrating the extent that Vmem perturbations can control chondrocyte and macrophage
phenotype may have a tremendous impact on tissue engineering and regenerative medicine
paradigms beyond OA applications. Macrophages, in particular, have been implicated in a wide
variety of diseases (i.e. cancer, atherosclerosis, some neurodevelopmental disorders) because of
their ubiquitous nature and complex spectrum of phenotypes. Therefore, any strategies to control
cell phenotype developed with this work can potentially be adapted towards any of these other
applications.

8

4. Hyperosmolar potassium (K+) treatment suppresses osteoarthritic
chondrocyte catabolic and inflammatory protein production in a 3D in vitro
model134
4.1. Introduction
In osteoarthritis (OA), chondrocytes become activated (in part by inflammation) and lose
the balance between anabolic and catabolic activity, favoring matrix degradation (catabolism) and
hypertrophic differentiation17-19. The long-term goal of this work is to develop a potassium (K+)based intra-articular injection treatment for OA. Our working hypothesis is that K+ can be utilized
to limit two processes associated with cartilage matrix degeneration: 1) chondrocyte hypertrophic
differentiation/catabolism and 2) production of pro-inflammatory mediators. This hypothesis was
derived from two fields. First, studies from the bioelectricity field posit that cell state is related to
a cell’s transmembrane potential (Vmem), with depolarized and hyperpolarized Vmem values being
associated with stem/proliferative/cancer cells or terminally differentiated cells, respectively1-5.
Adding extracellular hyperosmolar K+ to culture media depolarizes Vmem and has been
demonstrated to prevent adipocytic and osteoblastic differentiation of human mesenchymal stem
cells, even in the presence of the most potent chemical factors known to drive differentiation down
these lineages25. Second, the powerful capacity of K+ to modulate cell phenotype was recently
reinforced, albeit in a different, immunosuppressive context. Here, hyperosmolar extracellular K+
was demonstrated to suppress T-cell effector function, independent of its influence on Vmem and
separate from other immunosuppressive chemical mediators26. Thus, hyperosmolar K+ may exert

This chapter previously appeared in: Erndt-Marino, J., Trinkle, E., and Hahn, M.S. Hyperosmolar
potassium (K+) treatment suppresses osteoarthritic chondrocyte catabolic and inflammatory protein
production in a 3-dimensional in vitro model. Cartilage, 2017. DOI: 10.1177/1947603517734028
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positive influences on major OA disease processes coupled to cartilage matrix degradation –
chondrocyte hypertrophic differentiation/catabolism and inflammation.
Separate from our intentions for the development of an intra-articular OA therapy, using
K+ to improve upon hyperosmolar saline joint irrigation solutions for surgery represents another
goal of this work. Hypertonic saline solutions (~600 mOsm) are currently being developed and
validated for limiting cartilage damage (and post-traumatic OA) during surgical procedures,
conferring chondroprotective effects in a number of model systems29-31. Although the underlying
mechanisms have not been investigated, the hyperosmolarity of the solution, rather than the ionic
content, is considered to be most important27-32. Interestingly, the sodium ion (Na+) in saline has
recently been demonstrated to be pro-inflammatory33-36 and therefore may exacerbate joint
inflammation. Thus, a hyperosmolar K+ solution may retain beneficial effects of hyperosmolarity
and provide independent immunosuppression while circumventing potential inflammation induced
by Na+.
In the present study, we first show that treatment of human osteoarthritic chondrocytes
(OACs) with hyperosmolar K+ promotes an anabolic/healthy gene signature with a concomitant
decrease in catabolic/OA gene levels. The superior capacity of hyperosmolar K+ solutions (over
Na+ or sucrose-based solutions) to attenuate production of catabolic, inflammatory, and OA
markers in OACs was then examined in depth at the protein level.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Polymer synthesis and functionalization with cell adhesive peptides
Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) was synthesized from PEG-diol (6 kDa, Sigma
Aldrich) at ~99% acrylation as reported previously37. NH2-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser-COOH (RGDS;
10

American Peptide Company) was included to facilitate cell attachment within the PEGDA
network. The product (ACRL-PEG-RGDS) was purified by dialysis, lyophilized, and stored at
−80 °C until further use.

4.2.2. Osteoarthritic chondrocyte (OAC) culture and encapsulation
Primary human osteoarthritic articular chondrocytes OACs (Cell Applications Inc.) were
thawed and expanded in Chondrogenic Growth Medium (Lonza) within a 37 °C-5% CO2 jacketed
incubator. One passage before experiments, the cells were transitioned to regular growth medium:
high-glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone, Fisher Scientific).
Prior to cell encapsulation, a 10% (w/v) PEGDA hydrogel precursor solution was prepared
in Dulbecco’s Phosphate-Buffered Saline (DPBS; Life Technologies) with 3.9 mg/mL ACRLPEG-RGDS. OACs (passage 5) were harvested and the resulting cell pellet was resuspended in
the hydrogel precursor solution at 5x106 cells per mL. Aliquots (100 µL; 0.5x106 cells per
construct) of the cell suspension were dispensed into the wells of a 96-well plate (Corning) and
cured by exposure to longwave UV light (~ 10 mW/cm2) for 6 min. Importantly, human OACs
have been demonstrated form hyaline cartilage in high-density culture, even after extended 2D
passaging (9 population doublings) prior to seeding as high-density cultures38 and have previously
been utilized to model OA inflammation in vitro39.
Post-fabrication, all hydrogel discs were washed with DPBS for 5 min and immersed in
cell culture medium. After 24 h of equilibration in regular growth media, the OAC-laden hydrogels
cultured with or without 80 mM K+ gluconate, 80 mM Na+ gluconate, or 160 mM sucrose (all from
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Sigma) for 1 or 7 days. At culture end-points, the hydrogels were washed in DPBS for 5-10 min,
harvested by flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 °C until further analysis.

4.2.3. Reverse Transcriptase Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR)
mRNA and protein extraction from hydrogels were performed as previously described 39.
qPCR was performed to compare mRNA levels across the various experimental groups using a
StepOne Real-Time PCR system and the SuperScript III Platinum One-Step qRT-PCR kit (Life
Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Validated qPCR primers were
purchased from Qiagen or OriGene. Available primer sequences are provided in Table 1. Gene
expression was normalized to three reference genes (GAPDH, L32, and β-actin) expressed relative
to day 1 control OACs. Melting temperature analysis was performed for each reaction to verify
the appropriate amplification product.
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Table 1. Primer sequences used for qRT-PCR analysis of genes associated with anabolic/healthy
and catabolic/OA chondrocyte phenotypes.
Function
Anabolic/
Healthy
markers

Gene Marker
SOX9
Aggrecan (ACAN)

Qiagen

Col 2A1

Qiagen

RUNX2
Catabolic/OA
markers

Reference/
Housekeeping

Primer sequence
Forward (F), Reverse (R)
F: AGGAAGCTCGCGGACCAGTAC
R: GGTGGTCCTTCTTGTGCTGCAC

MMP-13

F: CCCAGTATGAGAGTAGGTGTCC
R: GGGTAAGACTGGTCATAGGACC
F: CCTTGATGCCATTACCAGTCTCC
R: AAACAGCTCCGCATCAACCTGC

Col 1A1

Qiagen

β-actin

F: CACCATTGGCAATGAGCGGTTC
R: AGGTCTTTGCGGATGTCCACGT
F: GTCTCCTCTGACTTCAACAGCG
R: ACCACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCCAA
F: ACAAAGCACATGCTGCCCAGTG
R: TTCCACGATGGCTTTGCGGTTC

GAPDH
L32

4.2.4. Magpix immunoassay multiplexing
The protein levels of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) -1, -3, -9, and -13, tissue inhibitor
of metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and interleukin-8 (IL-8) were measured from cell lysates using
a human premixed magnetic bead analyte kit (R&D Systems) and a MAGPIX detection system
(Luminex). Briefly, samples were loaded into a 96-well plate, after which magnetic bead
suspensions, detection antibodies, and streptavidin-phycoerythrin were added to sample wells.
Sample concentrations of proteins were obtained on the basis of a median fluorescence intensity
(MFI) relative to a standard curve. The resulting measures were then normalized by sample DNA
content, assessed with the PicoGreen assay per the manufacturer’s instructions (Life
13

Technologies). Data were then further normalized to the control, untreated OACs for each
experimental time point.

4.2.5. Justification of experimental parameters
3D culture with PEGDA hydrogels. PEGDA hydrogels were selected as the material for
the 3D in vitro model due to their widespread use in cartilage research40-44 and for the ability of
these materials to restrict cell proliferation and protein adhesion, even in serum-containing culture
environments45. The latter property enables tight control over the study of the treatment in question
on cell phenotype, without confounding influences from the selection of specific phenotypes over
time or due to presence of adhered proteins. In the present studies, we have tethered the peptide
RGD to the PEGDA network to enable consistent initial cell-matrix adhesion levels across
experimental groups.
Concentration of osmolytes. The concentrations of added osmolytes (i.e. 80 mM for ionic
and 160 mM for non-ionic) were selected based off literature from the bioelectricity field25, 46-49
and for achieving osmolarities similar to those being investiaged for joint irrigation solutions27-32.
The base osmolarity of high glucose DMEM is ~330 mOsm/L, which is raised to ~490 mOsm/L
with 160 mOsm of additional osmolytes. These values are comparable, although not as
hyperosmolar, to those utilized in hypertonic saline studies, where 300 and 600 mOsm/L solutions
represent control and hyperosmolar formulations, repsectively27-32.
Endpoint marker assessment. For gene expression analyses, all proteins selected play major
roles in cartilage biology and/or OA. Sex determining region Y (SRY) Box 9 (SOX9) and runtrelated transcription factor 2 (RUNX2) were analyzed because they are major transcription factors
involved in maintaining a healthy/anabolic and hypertrophic/catabolic chondrocyte phenotype,
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respectively50,

51

. Aggregan (ACAN) and type II collagen (Col 2) comprise most of the

protein/ECM content found in hyaline cartilage52 and are associated with an anabolic phenotype18,
19, 50

. Lastly, MMP-13 and Col 1A1 are proteins associated with the catabolic, hypertrophic

differentiation of chondrocytes in addition to being upregulated in all stages of OA50, 53.
For protein analyses, the selected markers all have been demonstrated to stimulate OA
disease progression (for review see ref.8-10, 17-19). Generally, in cartilage and OA, MMP-1, -3, -9,
and -13 are widely studied9, 54-569. In particular, MMP-13, which degrades collagen type II, the
major collagen protein found in articular cartilage, has received considerable attention50,

57

.

Although tissue-inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1) limits matrix degradation,
TIMP-1 was analyzed because this protein has been shown to be increased in OA58,59, aging-related
processes60, 61, angiogenesis62 and fibrosis63, 64 – all of which are considered undesirable in OA.
The inflammatory proteins IL-865, 66, VEGF67, 68, and MCP-169, 70 were selected because they have
been demonstrated to exacerbate OA progression/cartilage degradation. To help segment the study
and aid in presentation of the results, the MMPs and TIMP-1 have been grouped together under
“catabolic/OA markers” while the inflammatory cytokine, chemokines and growth factors have
been grouped together under “inflammation/OA markers”.

4.2.6. Statistical analyses
All data are reported as the mean ± standard deviation and are representative of 2
independent experiments with the same OA donor. In each experiment, results presented for each
treatment group were based on measures from 4 independent hydrogel samples. Means were
compared using either a two-way or one-way ANOVA (n = 4 samples per group), as appropriate.
In the first experiment, a two-way ANOVA was utilized to determine significance resulting from
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main effects of 80 mM K+ gluconate treatment or culture time. Homogeneity of variance was
confirmed utilizing Levene’s test. For the second experiment, comparison of experimental group
means was performed using Tukey’s post-hoc test or a Games-Howell post-hoc test (in cases
where Levene’s test returned a significant result). For all tests, a p-value < 0.05 was considered
significant and SPSS software was utilized.

4.3. Results
4.3.1. Initial characterization of hyperosmolar K+-treated OACs
Before moving into more complex experiments, we first asked what happens at the gene
level when OACs are treated with solutions of hyperosmolar K+. Briefly, OACs were encapsulated
in 3D PEGDA hydrogels and treated with 80 mM K+ gluconate for 1 and 7 days (Figure 2A).
Relative to control OACs, 80 mM K+ gluconate treated OACs exhibited significantly increased
mRNA levels of all anabolic/healthy markers investigated, including SOX9, ACAN, and Col 2A1
(p < 0.015; Figure 2B). In addition, the mRNA levels of critical catabolic/OA markers MMP-13
and Col 1A1 were significantly suppressed (p < 0.0005) whereas RUNX2 remained unchanged in
OACs treated with 80 mM K+ gluconate (Figure 2C). Cumulatively, these data suggest that
hyperosmolar K+ gluconate treatment promotes an anabolic/healthy chondrocyte phenotype and
suppresses a catabolic/osteoarthritic phenotype.
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Figure 2. (A) Experimental design for the pilot study to investigate influence of hyperosmolar K +
on gene expression of OACs. Relative mRNA expression of (B) anabolic/healthy and (C)
catabolic/OA markers in OACs cultured for 1 or 7 days in the presence of 80 mM K + gluconate.
A combination of L32, GAPDH, and β-actin were employed as house-keeping/reference genes. *
denotes a significant main effect of 80 mM K+ gluconate. # denotes a significant main effect of
culture time.
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4.3.2. Isolating effects of K+, gluconate, ionic strength, and/or osmolarity
Based off our initial results, we conducted an additional experiment to determine if the
effects noted previously were from the K+ ions, gluconate ions, ionic strength and/or osmolarity
of the solution (Figure 3). An 80 mM Na+ gluconate group was included to control for the effects
of the gluconate ion and the ionic strength of the solution whereas a 160 mM sucrose group was
included as an osmolarity/non-ionic osmolyte control. In addition to these controls, we also
analyzed a more complete set of phenotypic markers at the protein level utilizing MAGPIX
multiplexing technology (Figure 3). Emphasis was placed on catabolic and inflammatory markers
known to be elevated in OA because of their important role in OA pathology and cartilage
degradation in general. For these experiments, we were particularly interested in effects noticed
after 1 day of stimulation, as this time point is more comparable to joint irrigation during surgery
than the 7 day time point. A longer culture time was included to yield further information about
how these solutions influence OACs and for experimental design consistency from our pilot study.

Figure 3. Experimental design for determining the influence of hyperosmolar solutions of
differing osmolyte composition on the production of catabolic and inflammatory proteins from
OACs in 3D PEGDA hydrogels. Similar to the pilot study, culture was performed for 1 and 7
days before sample analyses. Na+ gluconate (80 mM) was included to control for effects of ionicstrength and the gluconate ion. Sucrose (160 mM) was included as a non-ionic osmolyte control.
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Catabolic/Osteoarthritis Markers. Figure 4 displays the relative protein production of
several catabolic, matrix-degrading enzymes (MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-9, and MMP-13) as well as
tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1) in OACs treated with various hyperosmolar
solutions for 1 or 7 days.

Figure 4. Relative protein production of several catabolic/OA markers in OACs cultured for (A) 1
day or (B) 7 days in the presence or absence of hyperosmolar solutions of differing compositions. *
denotes a significant difference relative to control (Cntl) OACs. # denotes a significant difference
relative to 80 mM K+ gluconate.
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After 1 day of treatment, all 3 hyperosmolar solutions significantly reduced the production
of MMP-9 (≤80%, p ≤ 0.012; Figure 4A). Aside from this single difference, there were several
instances where K+ gluconate further limited the production of matrix-degrading/OA markers.
Specifically, OACs treated with K+ gluconate produced significantly less MMP-3 (40%, p = 0.002)
and MMP-13 (65%, p = 0.002) relative to control OACs (Figure 4A). In contrast, treatment with
either 80 mM Na+ gluconate or 160 mM sucrose did not significantly alter levels of MMP-3 or
MMP-13 relative to control OACs (Figure 4A). Moreover, OACs treated with K+ gluconate
exhibited significantly reduced MMP-13 (70%, p = 0.011) levels relative to Na+ gluconate treated
OACs and TIMP-1 levels relative to Na+ gluconate (71%, p = 0.011) and sucrose (76%, p = 0.045)
treated OACs (Figure 4A). These day 1 data suggest that K+ gluconate is superior at suppressing
catabolic/OA related markers compared to Na+ gluconate or sucrose.
Similar to day 1, the influence of osmolarity was limited after 7 days, although the markers
that were significantly altered changed with time (Figure 4A vs 4B). After 7 days, relative to
control OACs, all 3 hyperosmolar solutions significantly reduced the production of TIMP-1 (≤
75%, p < 0.0005), and solutions with greater ionic strength (Na+ and K+ gluconate) significantly
reduced MMP-13 (≤ 71%, p ≤ 0.025; Figure 4B). Several additional differences were also observed
in the K+ gluconate group at 7 days. Here, OACs treated with K+ gluconate produced significantly
less MMP-1 (74%, p = 0.029) relative to control OACs (Figure 4B). In contrast, treatment with
either Na+ gluconate or sucrose did not elicit any change in MMP-1 levels (Figure 4B).
Furthermore, relative to Na+ gluconate, OACs treated with K+ gluconate produced significantly
reduced levels of all catabolic/OA markers investigated (≤ 66%, p ≤ 0.023; Figure 4B). Similarly,
relative to sucrose, K+ gluconate treatment resulted in significantly lower production of MMP-3,
MMP-13, and TIMP-1 (≤ 57%, p ≤ 0.018 ; Figure 4B).
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Cumulatively these data suggest that: 1) hyperosmolar solutions suppress several important
catabolic/OA markers in a limited, marker-specific and time-dependent manner, 2) treatment of
OACs with 80 mM K+ gluconate further attenuates the number and production of these markers
and 3) K+ is likely responsible for the additional beneficial response.
Inflammation/Osteoarthritis Markers. Figure 5 displays the relative protein production of
several inflammatory (MCP-1, VEGF, IL-8) markers in OACs treated with various hyperosmolar
solutions for 1 or 7 days.
After 1 day of treatment, all 3 hyperosmolar solutions significantly reduced the production
of IL-8 (≤ 59%, p ≤ 0.002) while none of the treatments influenced VEGF (Figure 5A). However,
OACs treated with 80 mM K+ gluconate produced significantly less MCP-1 (≤ 80%, p < 0.048)
relative to all other experimental groups (Figure 5A). In contrast, treatment with either 80 mM Na+
gluconate or 160 mM sucrose did not significantly alter levels of MCP-1 relative to control OACs
(Figure 5A). These day 1 data suggest that K+ gluconate is superior at suppressing
inflammation/OA related markers compared to Na+ gluconate or sucrose.
After 7 days of culture, relative to control OACs, all three hyperosmolar solutions
significantly reduced production of IL-8 (≤ 28%, p < 0.0005) and MCP-1 (≤ 83%, p < 0.015;
Figure 5B). However, similar to day 1, OACs in the K gluconate group produced significantly less
MCP-1 relative to Na+ gluconate and sucrose (≤ 78%, p < 0.019; Figure 5B).
Cumulatively these data suggest that: 1) hyperosmolar solutions suppress several important
inflammation/OA markers in a limited, marker-specific and time-dependent manner, 2) treatment
of OACs with 80 mM K+ gluconate further reduces production of select markers, and 3) K+ is
likely mediating the additional beneficial effects.
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Figure 5. Relative protein production of several inflammation/OA markers in OACs cultured
for (A) 1 day or (B) 7 days in the presence or absence of hyperosmolar solutions of differing
compositions. * denotes a significant difference relative to control (Cntl) OACs. # denotes a
significant difference relative to 80 mM K+ gluconate. + denotes a significant difference relative
to 80 mM Na+ gluconate.

4.4. Discussion
The long term goal of this work is to develop a K+-based intra-articular injection for the
treatment of OA and to improve upon currently utilized irrigation solutions for joint surgery.
However, the capacity of K+ to suppress catabolic, inflammatory, and OA disease markers in
chondrocytes has never been explicitly investigated. Thus, the objective of the current study was
to provide an initial proof-of-concept and to highlight the therapeutic potential of K+ for OA
22

reasearch. In all studies, 3D cell culture in PEGDA hydrogels was utilized as an in vitro model.
The concentrations of osmolytes (i.e. 80 mM for ionic and 160 mM for non-ionic) were selected
based off literature from the bioelectricity field25, 46-49 and for achieving osmolarities similar to
those being investigated for joint irrigation solutions27-32. Markers selected for endpoint analyses
were chosen based off of their important roles in chondrocyte biology and for their prevalance in
OA.
In our first experiment, OACs were treated with 80 mM K+ gluconate for 1 or 7 days
(Figure 2A). At the gene level, qPCR analyses revealed that OACs treated with 80 mM K+
gluconate exhibited significantly increased amounts of SOX9, ACAN, and Col 2A1 mRNA levels
with a concurrent significant decrease in MMP-13 and Col 1A1 mRNA levels (Figure 2B & C).
These data indicated that hyperosmolar K+ gluconate treatment promotes an anabolic/healthy and
suppresses a catabolic/osteoarthritic chondrocyte gene signature.
Based off our initial results, we conducted an additional experiment to gain deeper insight
into what might be eliciting the beneficial changes noted (Figure 3). In a treatment of 80 mM K+
gluconate, the cell response could be a result of any one of three factors: 1) the individual K + or
gluconate ions, 2) the ionic strength of the solution, and/or 3) osmolarity of the solution.
Decoupling these variables is necessary for demonstrating that K+ may have therapeutic potential
for limiting cartilage catabolism and inflammation in OA and for determining the optimal
composition of solutions utilized for the irrigation of joints during surgery.
With respect to catabolic and inflammatory proteins, hyperosmolarity exerted a
suppressive influence on OACs in a limited, marker dependent and time dependent manner. For
instance, only MMP-9 was significantly reduced by all three hyperosmolar groups after day 1, and
this significance was lost by day 7 (Figure 4). Conversely, increased osmolarity did not
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significantly alter MCP-1 levels after 1 day of stimulation, but did significantly decrease this
inflammatory chemokine by day 7 (Figure 5). In contrast to these selective effects of
hyperosmolarty, both the number of markers and/or their degree of suppression were significantly
increased by K+ gluconate (Figures 4 & 5). Treatment with K+ gluconate favorably diminished
almost every protein investigated (MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-9, MMP-13, TIMP-1, MCP-1, IL-8),
with many of the changes occurring even after 1 day of culture (Figures 4 & 5). Importantly,
relative to 80 mM Na+ gluconate and 160 mM sucrose, there was not a single instance where 80
mM K+ gluconate stimulation resulted in significantly greater production of catabolic,
inflammatory, and other proteins involved in OA progression. Cumulatively, these data provide
the proof-of-concept that hyperosmolar K+ gluconate suppresses production of catabolic and
inflammatory proteins, and that the K+ ion is the driving force behind many of these changes.
Because of the significant capacity of K+ to modulate key proteins involved in OA
progression/cartilage degradation, future development of K+-based intra-articular injections is
warranted. As OA is a disease of the entire joint, ongoing work is investigating K+ influences on
other tissues and cells, such as the macrophages in the synovium. Furthermore, the enhanced
suppressive effect of K+ gluconate over the other hyperosmolar solutions supports the notion that
hypertonic solutions comprised of K+, rather than currently utilized Na+, should be considered for
the development of joint irrigation formulations to promote cartilage repair/prevent degradation.
How could K+ influence OACs, and what other molecular pathways are mechanistically
involved? Whether Vmem alterations from 80 mM K+ gluconate and/or a pure chemical influence
of K+ was responsible for the changes noted remains unknown and deserves further investigation.
Interestingly, the changes in gene expression elicited by K+ gluconate occurred independently of
RUNX2, an essential transcription factor for hypertrophic chondrocyte differentiation whose
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expression often couples with MMP-13 expression50, 71. Similar to our gene results, enhanced
hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) stability has been shown to promote SOX9, ACAN, and Col
2A1 while concurrently suppressing Col 1A1 mRNA expression in chondrocytes72-74. Lastly, K+
has recently been demonstrated to increase phosphorylated Smad 2/3 levels in T-cells75. Smad 2
and 3 are important for maintaining an anabolic chondrocyte phenotype19, 50, 76, 77. Thus, future
work will focus on the HIF and Smad signaling proteins in response to hyperosmolar K+
stimulation.
A few limitations to the present study merit comment. First, extrapolating these findings to
cartilage present in a diseased/injured environment may be difficult because of the experimental
system utilized (which lacked applied inflammatory stimuli, involved extended pre-culture of cells
from a single donor, and incorporated limited chondrogenic stimuli aside from a rounded cell
morphology induced by PEGDA hydrogels). Inclusion of an inflammatory cytokine in culture
media would help mimic inflammation present in OA and may further highlight the therapeutic
potential of K+. In addition, expanding chondrocytes in 2D is known to induce dedifferentiation
which may be responsible for some changes noted. That said, 3D culture has been shown to be the
most effective way for inducing redifferentiation of chondrocytes expanded in 2D81, and 3D
culture is commonly utilized to study chondrocyte biology.
In terms of applying K+-based solutions towards improving joint irrigation solutions, the
exact formulation implemented in this study may not fully recapitulate those currently utilized
clinically (i.e. 490 mOsm culture media with 10% FBS vs 600 mOsm saline). The precise
formulation of osmolytes will need to be elucidated and validated with previous in situ models27,
28

in subsequent work. Next, our study did not examine any potential (negative or positive) effects

of K+ on non-diseased cells that would be present in cartilage during early OA or undergoing
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surgery. Lastly, the time of K+ exposure (1 day) utilized is longer than would be feasible for intraarticular injections of small molecules (up to a 13 hour half-life)11, 24, or for irrigation during
surgery (up to 2.5 hours)27, 28, 30, 31. However, K+ has influenced key cell signaling pathways within
5 minutes of exposure26. Future work will address normal and diseased cell responses following
short-term stimulation utilizing several donors at lower passage numbers. Assessing these
parameters will yield a deeper understanding of K+ effects on 3D cultured chondrocytes.
In summary, this study demonstrated that hyperosmolar K+ solutions are capable of
attenuating protein production of catabolic and inflammatory OA markers, providing the proof-ofconcept needed for further development of a K+-based intra-articular injection for OA treatment.
Moreover, K+ performed significantly better than Na+ or sucrose-based solutions, supporting the
application of K+ towards improving irrigation solutions for joint surgery. Future and ongoing
studies will aim to characterize: 1) underlying signaling mechanisms involved, 2) cell response to
shorter stimulations, and 3) K+ influence on other cell types involved in OA progression.
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5. Initial in vitro proof-of-concept of a potassium (K+)-based intra-articular
injection for osteoarthritis135
5.1. Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative joint disease and a major cause of disability
worldwide82. Currently, there is a lack of effective disease modifying treatments, with the endstage of the disease commonly resulting in surgical intervention and total joint replacement 79.
Inflammation is considered central to OA disease progression8-10, 17-20, 50, 57, 80. Many studies and
review articles suggest that OA progression is a consequence of the gradual loss in the balance
between pro/anti-inflammatory and catabolic/anabolic processes towards a pro-inflammatory,
catabolic state8-10, 17-20, 50, 57, 80. However, it is important to note that markers for all processes (proand anti-inflammatory molecules, catabolic matrix degrading enzymes and their inhibitors, and
anabolic ECM components) are often found elevated in OA81-84. This suggests an overall
heightened state of cell/tissue activation. Thus, the increased cell activation coupled with the loss
in balance likely drives cartilage degradation and subchondral bone remodeling until end-stage
OA.
To prevent the joint from reaching end-stage OA, drug- or cell-based intra-articular (IA)
injections are utilized to locally deliver potential disease modifying therapies11, 24, 85. Drug-based
approaches offer simplicity and ease of scalability to a final product, but have been met with little
and/or controversial success11-14, 85. Cell-based IA injections have demonstrated more success,
although variable, in pre-clinical and early clinical trials11, 15, 16. However, cell-based therapies
suffer from several limitations, most of which are a result of the underlying complexity associated

Portions of this chapter previously appeared in: Erndt-Marino, J., Diaz-Rodriguez, P., and Hahn, M.S.
Initial in vitro development of a potassium-based intra-articular injection for osteoarthritis. Tissue Eng A,
2018. DOI: 10.1089/ten.TEA.2017.0390
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with using cells. Confounding variables such as cell type, source, and culture conditions can all
influence outcome and therefore make it difficult to pinpoint the reason for success/failure86-89. In
addition, these cell-based alternatives inherently face more regulatory and scalability challenges
compared to drug-based approaches.
A potassium (K+) based IA injection treatment may not only harness the simplicity of drugbased approaches in terms of scalability and regulatory issues, but also may retain the capacity to
reduce inflammation and tissue catabolism. Moreover, unlike several drugs/antibodies/cells, K+based salts can be easily stored long-term. Thus, in theory, these solutions would be cheap, widely
available, easy-to-implement, and able to alleviate long-term storage concerns. The working
hypothesis of this work is that K+, either through membrane potential depolarization or chemical
effects from the ion itself, is capable of limiting chondrocyte and macrophage (M) activation,
two major aberrant cell phenotypes in OA. Previous work in our lab has demonstrated that
hyperosmolar K+ solutions suppress the production of catabolic and inflammatory proteins in
osteoarthritic chondrocytes (OACs). In OA, Ms within the synovium encompassing the joint
exhibit an activated phenotype90 and may produce elevated levels of nitric oxide (through inducible
nitric oxide synthase (iNOS)) as well as other pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators22, 91-93. Drugs
targeting M activation could have the potential to be OA symptom and structure modifying90.
Whether K+ limits M activation is unknown. As such, demonstrating this proof-ofconcept is one of the main objectives of this study. Another goal of this study is to assess longterm effects on cell phenotype elicited in response to short-term K+-stimulation (i.e. mimicking an
IA injection). This property is often not considered in the initial development of potential
treatments and ultimately necessitates development of more expensive and sophisticated extended
release approaches94-97. In the present series of experiments, we first report that addition of 80 mM
28

K+ gluconate to culture media reduces activation of interferon-gamma (IFN) stimulated
macrophages (M(IFN)). Next, we demonstrate that short-term stimulation with K+ gluconate elicits
prolonged beneficial responses in M(IFN), a response that is not noticed with either a clinically
utilized drug based IA injection (methyl-prednisolone acetate (MPA) - a corticosteroid) or a cellbased (human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC)) injection.

5.2. Materials and methods
5.2.1. Polymer synthesis and functionalization with cell adhesive peptides
Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) was synthesized from PEG-diol (6 kDa, Sigma
Aldrich) at ~99% acrylation as reported previously37. Concurrently, NH2-Arg-Gly-Asp-SerCOOH (RGDS; American Peptide Company) was reacted with 3.4 kDa acryoyl-PEGsuccinimidylvalerate (ACRL-PEG-NHS; Laysan Bio) at a 1:3 molar ratio for 2 h in 50 mM sodium
bicarbonate buffer (pH 8.5). RGDS was included to facilitate cell attachment within the PEGDA
network. The product (ACRL-PEG-RGDS) was purified by dialysis, lyophilized, and stored at
−80 °C until further use.

5.2.2. Cell culture and encapsulation
Raw 264.7 murine macrophages (a cell line) were thawed and expanded in regular growth
medium: high-glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Corning) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone, Atlanta Biologicals Inc.). Primary human OACs
(Cell Applications Inc.) were expanded in chondrogenic growth media for 4 passages, transitioned
into regular growth medium for 1 passage and utilized at passage 5, as described previously39.
Bone marrow derived human MSCs were obtained as passage 1 in a cryovial from Texas A&M
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Institute for Regenerative Medicine. Cells were thawed and expanded in Minimum Essential
Media α (MEMα; Gibco) supplemented with 16.5% fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals) and
utilized at passage 4.
Cell encapsulation was performed as previously described37. Briefly, aliquots (200 µL;
1x106 cells per construct) of the cell/polymer suspension were dispensed into the wells of a 48well plate (Corning) and cured by exposure to longwave UV light (~10 mW/cm2) for 6 min. After
24 h of equilibration to the new 3D environment and activation with 75 ng/mL interferon-gamma
(IFN, R&D Systems), macrophage-discs were placed in culture with or without IFN, K+ gluconate
(Sigma), and MPA (Fisher Scientific). At culture end-points, the hydrogels were washed in DPBS
for 5-10 min, harvested by flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 °C until further
analysis.

5.2.3. Reverse Transcriptase Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR)
mRNA extraction and qPCR was performed to compare mRNA levels across the various
experimental groups as described previously98. Validated qPCR primers were purchased from
Qiagen or OriGene. Available primer sequences are provided in Table 2. Gene expression was
normalized to the combination of three reference genes (GAPDH, L32, and β-actin) and is
presented relative to day 1 M(Cntl). Melting temperature analysis was performed for each reaction
to verify the appropriate amplification product.
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Table 2. Primer sequences used for qRT-PCR analysis of genes associated with M(IFN).
Function
Proinflammatory

Gene Marker
iNOS
TNF
β-actin

Reference/
Housekeeping

GAPDH
L32

Primer sequence
Forward (F), Reverse (R)
F: GAGACAGGGAAGTCTGAAGCAC
R: CCAGCAGTAGTTGCTCCTCTTC
F: GGTGCCTATGTCTCAGCCTCTT
R: GCCATAGAACTGATGAGAGGGAG
F: GGCTGTATTCCCCTCATCG
R: CCAGTTGGTAACAATGCCATGT
F: GCAGTGGCAAAGTGGAGATT
R: CGCTCCTGGAAGATGGTGAT
F: ATCAGGCACCAGTCAGACCGAT
R: GTTGCTCCCATAACCGATGTTGG

5.2.4. Western blot and MAGPIX immunoassay multiplexing
For the first experiment, western blots were performed under denaturing and reducing
conditions with a 12% SDS-PAGE gel as described previously99. Protein levels of iNOS and TNF
(both soluble TNF (sTNF) and membrane bound TNF) were quantified via integrated band
densitometry. For the second experiment, protein levels of tumor necrosis factor (TNF), monocyte
chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), interleukin (IL) 10, -13, -4 and -6 were measured from M cell lysates using a murine magnetic bead analyte kit
(EMD Millipore) and a MAGPIX detection system (Luminex) according to manufacturer’s
protocols. Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) -1, -3, -9, and -13, TNF, VEGF, MCP-1 and
interleukin-8 (IL-8) were measured from OAC cell lysates using a human premixed magnetic bead
analyte kit (R&D Systems). The resulting measures were then normalized by sample DNA content,
assessed with the PicoGreen assay per the manufacturer’s instructions (Life Technologies). Lastly,
these concentrations normalized to DNA content were then further normalized to the IFN controls.
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Many studies only examine 1 or 2 pro- or anti-inflammatory markers without considering
the cumulative effect of these markers. To offer more insight into the underlying phenomena, we
also analyzed and presented the data in a different way (Figure 4). Here, all markers belonging to
the pro- or anti-inflammatory classification were pooled into a single metric (rather than 3 separate
proteins for each). For a given marker (i.e. TNF), the concentration determined via MAGPIX was
normalized first to DNA concentration and then to the average concentration for that marker (i.e.
TNF) across all samples. These normalization steps enable: 1) concentrations for a given marker
(i.e. TNF) to be expressed on a per cell basis (DNA normalization) and 2) comparison between
proteins that are normally expressed at different absolute amounts (i.e. TNF vs. MCP-1). The
resulting normalized values for TNF, MCP-1, VEGF and IL-10, IL-13, IL-4 were averaged to yield
values representing the pro- and anti-inflammatory profile, respectively. Lastly, for a given
sample, the value for the anti-inflammatory profile was divided by the value for the proinflammatory profile to yield the anti/pro-inflammatory ratio. A strength of this method is that it
simplifies complex, marker dependent data into a more understandable and relatable format.
However, it assumes that all included proteins have equal weights in terms of their contribution to
pro- or anti-inflammatory processes, which may or may not be the case in vivo. Pooling data can
also be viewed as a weakness because it may overlook the nuance of cell-biology. As such, we
reasoned that presenting the data in both formats was appropriate.
IL-6 is a highly pleiotropic cytokine100-104, meaning it can exert context dependent, pro- or
anti-inflammatory effects depending on a number of factors including the receptor profile on the
receiving cell, presence of other co-stimulatory signals, and cell type. For this reason, IL-6 was
not included in the pooling of the data into either the pro- or anti-inflammatory category.
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5.2.5. Justification of experimental parameters
3D culture with PEGDA hydrogels. To improve the relevance of our experiments, PEGDA
hydrogels were selected as the material for the 3D in vitro model over conventional 2D culture.
Furthermore, these materials restrict cell proliferation and protein adhesion, even in serumcontaining culture environments40, 45, 105. These properties enable tight control over the study of
the treatment in question on cell phenotype, without confounding influences from the selection of
specific phenotypes over time or due to presence of adhered proteins. Culture in PEGDA hydrogels
also enables the examination of progression of macrophage phenotype over time, without concerns
for proliferation and over-confluence noticed in traditional 2D culture-wells. In the present studies,
we have tethered the peptide RGD to the PEGDA network to enable consistent initial cell-matrix
adhesion levels across experimental groups.
Macrophage activation with interferon-gamma (IFN). Mactivation with IFN was chosen
to induce a cell phenotype that represented inflammation in OA. Specifically, M stimulation with
IFN increases the production of several pro-inflammatory factors (i.e. nitric oxide and TNF)106-108
suggested to underlie OA pathology8-10. Furthermore, the intracellular pathways elicited in
response to IFN are commonly studied/well known and may offer direct insight into mechanisms
of K+ influence in future work.
Concentration and exposure time of K+ gluconate, MSCs, and MPA. The concentrations
of added osmolytes (i.e. 40 and 80 mM K+ gluconate) and time of exposure (1 day) were selected
based off literature from the bioelectricity field25, 46-49. In addition, they match favorably with the
more recent report demonstrating that hyperosmolar extracellular K+-solutions suppress T-cell
effector function26. It should be noted that this more recent report (and the few others investigating
K+ influences in immunology) had not yet been published during the planning of these
experiments.
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MSCs are a cell therapy currently being investigated in a number of clinical OA trials88,
109

, and MPA is a clinically approved corticosteroid commonly used in intra-articular injections.110,

111

The 3:1 ratio of MSCs:M was determined based off estimates of MSC numbers utilized across

clinical OA trials92 and synovial M numbers deduced from average synovial volume112, 113 and
M cell density in the synovial intima of OA patients114. Moreover, data from our lab indicates
that MSCs are capable of favorably influencing macrophage phenotype at this ratio (manuscript in
preparation). The concentration of the corticosteroid MPA (0.1 mM) was selected from previous
in vitro chondrocyte and macrophage literature115-119.

5.2.6. Statistical analyses
All data is reported as the mean ± standard deviation. Means were compared using a oneway ANOVA (n = 3-5 samples per group). The assumption for homogeneity of variance was tested
utilizing Levene’s test. Comparison of experimental group means was performed using Tukey’s
post-hoc test or a Games-Howell post-hoc test (in cases where Levene’s test returned a significant
result). For all tests, a p-value < 0.05 was considered significant and SPSS software was utilized.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Hyperosmolar K+ gluconate suppresses M(IFN) activation
Figure 6A shows the experimental design utilized to determine the capacity of 80 mM K+
gluconate to suppress M(IFN) activation. As anticipated106-108, M(IFN) demonstrated significantly
increased iNOS and TNF mRNA and protein levels relative to M(Cntl) (p ≤ 0.01 for all, Figures
6B-D). The increases in mRNA and protein production of iNOS and TNF were all significantly
diminished in M(IFN,K+) relative to M(IFN) after 24 h in culture (p ≤ 0.02 for all, Figures 6B-D).
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Furthermore, M(IFN, K+) exhibited similar protein levels of iNOS and TNF compared to MCntl)
(Figure 6D). Cumulatively, these results suggest that hyperosmolar K+ gluconate suppresses
M(IFN) activation.

Figure 6. (A) Experimental design including experimental groups, activation parameters, and time
course. (B) Relative iNOS and TNF gene and (C, D) protein expression in Raw 264.7 Ms after
stimulation with/without IFN and 80 mM K+ gluconate. Both membrane-bound and soluble TNF
(sTNF) were utilized for quantification. *,# Denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05) relative to
M(Cntl) and M(IFN), respectively.

5.3.2. Short-term K+ gluconate treatment elicits prolonged increases in the anti/proinflammatory profile of M(IFN)
Figure 7 shows the experimental design utilized to determine the capacity of 80 mM K+
gluconate to elicit prolonged beneficial effects in cell phenotype after a short-term culture. In order
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to gain a sense of efficacy and benchmark against other OA treatments, MSCs and MPA were also
included in the design.

Figure 7. (A) Experimental design mimicking an IA injection in vitro. M(IFN) were exposed to
various potential IA injection treatments for 1 day before removing the treatment and culturing in
IFN-containing media for 4 more days. An empty PEGDA hydrogel (~50 kPa stiffness) was
provided at the bottom of the culture well to create a surface that more closely matches the stiffness
of articular cartilage (aggregate modulus ~500 kPa) than traditional plastic 2D surfaces (~1x10 6
kPa). MSC behavior is known to respond to substrate stiffness. Assessments for treatment efficacy
included cell lysate levels of several pro-inflammatory markers, anti-inflammatory markers, and
the ratio between anti/pro-inflammatory profiles. A bar above the protein denotes normalization.
Treatment doses and marker analyses/normalization are described in detail in ‘Materials and
Methods’.

Figures 8 and 9 show the relative production of several pro- and anti-inflammatory
cytokines in the cell lysates of Ms after 5 days of culture. The data for each figure is from the
same data set (see ‘Materials and Methods’ for details). Short-term treatment (during first day of
culture) of Ms with 80 mM K+ gluconate during resulted in significantly reduced levels of all
pro-inflammatory markers investigated (TNF, MCP-1. VEGF) relative to all other groups (p ≤
0.023; Figure 8). This decrease was also evident when the pro-inflammatory markers were pooled
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together (p ≤ 0.001; Figure 9). In contrast to the broad and potent suppression elicited by K+
gluconate, the influence of either MSCs or MPA was limited and marker-specific. Specifically,
MSC treatment did not significantly alter any pro-inflammatory markers relative to IFN controls,
and MPA treatment only significantly reduced MCP-1 levels (~50%, p = 0.044; Figure 8). The
corresponding pooled pro-inflammatory data showed no difference in MSC or MPA treated Ms
relative to IFN controls (Figure 9). The long-term change in MCP-1 expression is consistent with
findings noticed upon short-term application of MPA for the treatment of dry eye123.
The patterns of anti-inflammatory cytokine production were not as straightforward as proinflammatory markers. Here, IL-10 and IL-13 showed similar responses to treatment whereas IL4 showed a different pattern (Figure 8). The corresponding pooled anti-inflammatory data revealed
that all treatments significantly reduced the anti-inflammatory cytokine profile relative to IFN
controls (p < 0.0005; Figure 9). Furthermore, MPA treated Ms exhibited a significantly reduced
anti-inflammatory profile relative to both K+ gluconate (p = 0.037) and MSCs (p = 0.001; Figure
9). Given the importance of the cytokine balance in OA, we calculated the ratio between anti- and
pro-inflammatory profiles. Ms treated with 80 mM K+ gluconate demonstrated a significantly
increased anti/pro-inflammatory ratio relative to all other groups (~250%, p < 0.0005; Figure 9).
Cumulatively, these data suggest that: 1) 80 mM K+ gluconate broadly suppresses both
pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines, 2) short-term K+ gluconate treatment is
capable of producing long-term beneficial responses in the anti/pro-inflammatory profile, and 3)
short-term MSCs or MPA treatment do not elicit long-term beneficial responses with respect to
the anti/pro-inflammatory profile.
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Figure 8. Relative protein production of several pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory
molecules in Raw 264.7 Ms after 5 days in culture. Treatments were applied only during the first
day of culture. * denotes a significant difference relative to IFN controls. # denotes a significant
difference relative to 24h 80 mM K+ gluconate. + denotes a significant difference relative to 24h
MSCs.

Figure 9. Relative protein production of pooled, pro-inflammatory and pooled, anti-inflammatory
molecules, and the ratio between anti/pro-inflammatory profiles in Raw 264.7 Ms after 5 days in
culture. Treatments were applied only during the first day of culture. * denotes a significant
difference relative to IFN controls. # denotes a significant difference relative to 24h 80 mM K+
gluconate. + denotes a significant difference relative to 24h MSCs.
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5.3.3. Insights into mechanisms/potential for improvement: IL-6, dose-dependence, and the
OAC response
During the course of our experiments, we came across a few pieces of data that help further
understand the influence K+-based salts on cell phenotype. First, IL-6 was significantly higher in
Ms treated with 80 mM K+ gluconate relative to the MSC and MPA groups (Figure 10). Second,
Ms treated with either 40 or 80 mM K+ gluconate showed no difference in the ratio between
anti/pro-inflammatory profiles, although the relative production of several cytokines was elevated
in the 40 mM group (Figure 11). Lastly, while a short-term treatment resulted in significantly
decreased production of IL-8, MCP-1, and MMP-13 from OACs cultured for 1 week (Figure 12),
OACs did not seem to be as heavily influenced by K+ gluconate treatment as Ms. For instance,
several other matrix-degrading enzymes and inflammatory markers were unaffected by short-term
treatment, and thus could serve as targets for improvement (Figure 12).

Figure 10. Relative protein production of the pleiotropic cytokine IL-6 in Raw 264.7 Ms after 5
days in culture. Treatments were applied only during the first day of culture. * denotes a significant
difference relative to IFN controls. # denotes a significant difference relative to 24h 80 mM K+
gluconate.
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Figure 11. (A) Relative protein production of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory molecules
in Raw 264.7 Ms after 5 days in culture. (B) The corresponding pro- and anti-inflammatory
profiles and their ratio (Anti/Pro). Treatments were applied continuously during the 5 day culture.
* denotes a significant difference relative to 40 mM K+ gluconate. N.S. - non-significant difference.
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Figure 12. Relative protein production of several pro-inflammatory and catabolic enzyme markers
in OACs cultured for 7 days. Treatment with 80 mM K+ gluconate was only applied during the first
day of culture. * denotes a significant difference relative to unstimulated OAC controls.

5.4. Discussion
The long term goal of this work is to develop a K+-based intra-articular injection for the
treatment of OA. In OA, M activation is considered as a target with disease modifying potential.
However, the capacity of K+ to suppress M activation has never been explicitly investigated. It
is also unknown if short-term treatment with K+-based solutions is capable of promoting long-term
beneficial changes in cell phenotype. The objectives of the present experiments were to provide
these initial proofs-of-concept and to highlight the therapeutic potential of K+ modulation for M
and OA reasearch.
In our first experiment, gene and protein level analyses revealed that M(IFN, K+) exhibited
significantly decreased levels of iNOS and TNF relative to M(IFN) (Figure 6). Protein levels of
iNOS and TNF in M(IFN, K+) were not distiguishable from M(Cntl) macrophages (Figure 6).
These data demonstrate that 80 mM K+ gluconate potently suppresses M activation induced by
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IFN. The immunosuppressive influence of hyperosmolar K+ in Ms reported herein is in line with
previous literature in T-cells26, 75, 121, and OACs (manuscript accepted to ‘Cartilage’), suggesting
that components of the response to hyperosmolar K+ solutions are cell-type independent. Future
work should determine how K+ alters polarization of other Msubsets. As the extracellular K+
concentration is elevated ~40 mM in necrotic cancerous tumors26, we anticipate that this work may
help explain previous findings of the immuno-regulatory, tumor-associated macrophage
phenotype122, 123. Since our original interests were for the development of an IA injection for the
treatment of OA, we focused our subsequent studies towards this application.
Our next experiment was designed to mimic an IA injection, where treatment diffusion out
of the joint represents a significant barrier to success11, 24, 96. To determine if a short-term stimulus
could result in long-term changes in phenotype (i.e. after the treatment has diffused out), Ms
were cultured for 5 days in the continued presence of IFN, with 80 mM K+ applied only during the
first day and then removed. Other IA injection formulations (MSCs and MPA) were also included
to gain a sense of efficacy and benchmark against current OA treatments (Figure 7). Multiplex
protein analyses indicated that treatment with 80 mM K+ gluconate significantly diminished both
pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine levels, but the ratio between anti/pro-inflammatory cytokines
was significantly enhanced (Figures 8 and 9). In contrast, neither MSCs nor MPA significantly
influenced this ratio (Figure 8). Importantly, the extended benefit from a short-term treatment was
also noted for IL-8, MCP-1, and MMP-13 production in OACs (Figure 12). Limiting MMP-13
production is particularly critical in OA50, 57, as this enzyme degrades the primary collagen in
cartilage (type II). It is difficult to compare the current results with previous literature, as we are
unaware of other in vitro studies that investigate long-term effects for any of the treatments (K+
gluconate, MSCs, MPA). However, from an OA disease perspective, the overall decreased levels
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of cytokines, the enhanced ratio of anti/pro-inflammatory cytokines, and the reduced production
of MMP-13 noted herein would seem highly desirable for a potential disease modifying treatment.
Cumulatively, results from the present study suggest that application of K+-based solutions
towards the development of an IA injection for OA is warranted.
From a mechanistic perspective, the potent suppression of M(IFN) in addition to the shift
in anti/pro-inflammatory ratio would suggest that 80 mM K+ gluconate drives M polarization
towards an anti-inflammatory/pro-resolving phenotype. Interestingly, IL-6 was significantly
higher in Ms treated with 80 mM K+ gluconate relative to the MSC and MPA groups (Figure
10). With respect to OA, it is difficult to interpret the significance of this finding because of the
pleiotropic nature of IL-6100-104 and the lack of clinical trial data for inhibiting IL-6 in OA85. More
broadly, IL-6 is important for the proper resolution of inflammation100, 103. In this context, our
findings would be consistent with K+ treatment enhancing the generation of Foxp3+ Treg cells26,
75

, which are also critical for the resolution of inflammation124.
In addition to the above effects of 80 mM K+ gluconate, the anti/pro-inflammatory profile

was not significantly different between 40 and 80 mM treatment (Figure 11). This data suggests
that: 1) the underlying cell response may primarily be a function of the ionic content (K+ or
gluconate) rather than the increased osmolarity, which has been demonstrated to be proinflammatory for a variety of cell types125-127, including macrophages128 and 2) the therapeutic
dose of K+-based salts could be broad. These findings are consistent with recent T-cell literature
that demonstrated increased intracellular K+ is the main mediator of the cell response26, and that
even small amounts of K+ (i.e. 2 mM) are capable of suppressing inflammatory cytokine
production in high-salt induced pro-inflammatory T lymphocytes121. While still speculative, it is
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tempting to say that K+, rather than the osmolarity or the gluconate anion, was largely responsible
for the changes noted.
A few limitations to the present study merit comment. First, extrapolating these findings to
a diseased environment may be difficult because of the experimental system utilized (in vitro
culture with a mouse M cell line). However, K+ modulation of Mphenotype has not been
explicitly investigated so these original studies were meant to be inexpensive and alleviate
concerns for donor variability. More importantly, previous literature investigating the influence of
salt (sodium and/or K+)34,

121, 129

, osmolarity128, and/or K+ flows130 in Ms or T-cells has

demonstrated that the cell response is similar in cell lines vs. primary cells and even across cell
types. In addition, all of these studies utilized 2D culture, a non-physiologically relevant culture
format. Another limitation of the present study was the time of K+ exposure (1 day) utilized.
Although selected to enable comparison with previous literature, this time is longer than would be
feasible for IA injections of small molecules (up to a 13 hour half-life)11, 24. Notably, K+ has
influenced key cell signaling pathways within 5 minutes of exposure26. Future work will address
cell response following short-term stimulation.
In summary, this study demonstrated that hyperosmolar K+ solutions are capable of
attenuating M(IFN) activation and that short-term treatment elicits a prolonged, desirable effect
on M and OAC phenotype. Thus, we have provided the proof-of-concept needed for further
development of a K+-based IA injection for OA treatment. Moving forward, approaches should
start with the simplest case (i.e. just K+-based salts) as our data suggests they may be more
efficacious than clinically utilized MPA and MSCs. In addition, further elucidation of the
mechanisms involved in the M response to the hyperosmolar K+ gluconate solution would enable
this concept (K+ modulation of M polarization) to be implemented in areas beyond OA. Future
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and ongoing studies will aim to characterize: 1) underlying signaling mechanisms involved, 2) cell
response to shorter stimulations and smaller doses, and 3) K+ influence on other M subsets.
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6. Conclusions
Osteoarthritis is a disease characterized, in part, by cartilage degradation mediated through
the production of catabolic tissue factors. Inflammation from the cartilage as well as the
surrounding synovium plays a key role in disease progression because inflammatory factors are
known to increase the production of catabolic mediators. The present thesis aimed to target
catabolism and inflammation with a K+-based intra-articular injection. Prior to the present studies,
the capacity of K+ to limit production of catabolic and inflammatory factors from either cell type
was unknown. Thus, the major goal of the present thesis was to demonstrate the potential of K+ to
attenuate production of inflammatory and catabolic factors from chondrocytes (Chapter 4) and
macrophages (Chapter 5). Cumulatively, data from the present thesis suggest that future
development of a K+-based IA injection is warranted.
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